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Koland: ’It’s not an escort service’

Student security patrols dormitories
by Hilary K. Hann
An evening security patrol for
the seven SJSU residence halls was
started Feb. 1, according to Housing
Director Cordell Koland.
Dorm students hired by the
Housing Office patrol the dorms and
the areas around them every
evening.
The students wear easily
identifiable yellow windbreakers
that have "Residence Hall Security"
printed on the back, according to
Koland.
The students are "there for
security purposes only," Koland
said.
He said their job is to make sure
all residence hall doors and windows

are in working condition and to
question any strangers who might be
around the buildings at night.
Because of the safety problems
on campus, Koland said he wanted
to see how a dorm security service
like this would work.
Koland said the residents "seem
to be responding to the patrol."
He emphasized the patrol was
only for building security purposes.
"It’s not an escort service
They’re to look out for security
hazards, strangers and undesirables, and to protect the safety
of our residents."
SJSU also provides a phone-in
escort service for students going
anywhere on the campus at night,
operated by the University Police.

Students graduating in ’80
get information by phone
A tape recorded message for students who will be graduating
sometime during 1980 is available by calling 277-3433 and asking for Tape
H-2. The tape gives details on deadlines to file applications, requirements
for applying, and other information pertaining to commencement.
The tape notes that students who expect to graduate on May 23, must
have their applications for graduation, accompanied by major and minor
forms, and receipt for the graduation fee, into the Office of Admissions
and Records by Friday, Feb. 29.
Students are warned that incomplete applications may be returned,
causing them to miss the filing deadline.
Students who will graduate on Aug. 22, or on Dec. 23, must have their
applications in by July 3, and Oct. 3, respectively.
The tape added that the earliest a student can apply is the semester
before he or she expects to graduate. A minimum of 90 semester units
must be completed before an application can be filed.
The tapes will be updated as time goes by, according to Harold
Manson, executive assistant to the president.

’U’ grade equivalent to ’F’
A large number of students receive a "U" grade each semester for
classes they do not attend. Approximately 150 to 200 students petitioned
the "unauthorized incomplete" grade during the fall semester alone,
according to Brett Melendy, dean of undergraduate studies.
The "U" grade is given when a student fails to withdraw from a
course and does not complete the course requirements.
A "U" grade, which is equivalent to an "F" in computing grade point
averages, can put a student on probation or lead to disqualification, according to Melendy.
The only way to clear a "U" grade is by taking the class over after
filing a petition for academic renewal with the Office of Admissions and
Records, according to Jack Tuthill, director of records.
"Failure to attend class doesn’t mean that you will be dropped,"
said Tuthill. "Take responsibility for your course schedule."
"It is a two-step process," Melendy said. "It is the instructor’s
responsibility to let the students know if they are in the class or not, and
the student’s responsibility to make sure their schedule is correct."

Koland said the patrol would
Lake care of most minor problems.
’If a situation comes up that they
can’t handle, they are instructed to
call the campus police for
assistance.’
The patrol now consists of only
seven men, but Koland said they will
be recruiting more persons later this
semester.
Koland said they are encouraging women to apply also.
There are no set criteria for
being a member of the patrol except
that the applicant be a student.
Koland said minimal experience
in the area of security maintenance
is prefered, but not mandatory.
Koland said the patrol will
’share security problems with the

police in a sense.’’
"They have a lot of building to
cover ( on campus). I think they are
very glad for the assistance,"
Koland said.
According to Koland the dormitories did have a security patrol
several years ago, but for one reason
or another it was discontinued.
If the service proves to be
successful, Koland said he plans to
make it permanent next year.
He also said that a 23-hour desk
service ( except for lunch time) is in
operation at West Hall to take incoming calls.
Applicants for the evening
patrol are interviewed by Koland,
campus police and residence hall
staff.

Out -state tuition up
Non-resident tuition for out-of-state SJSU students will take its
biggest jump in nine years this fall.
A California State University and Colleges executive order
dated Feb. 11 stated the non-resident tuition will jump from $60 per
unit to $72 per unit next semester, an increase of 20 percent.
"Our budget needs the increase due to inflation," said Chuck
Davis, CSUC public affairs officer.
The non-resident tuition fee has been increased almost every
year during the past decade. The latest increase is the largest in
nine years and a 50 percent increase over the 1976 rate of $48 per
unit.
According to the executive order, the maximum amount the
CSUC can charge for non-resident tuition per academic year is
$2,160.
Non-residents must also pay student fees, which currently are
$105 per semester at SJSU.
A flat tuition of $1,080 will be charged in the fall to non-residents
taking 15 or more units per semester. Currently such students pay $900
per semester.
I don’t know what’s going to happen if Proposition 9 (Jarvis II)
passes on the June ballot," Davis said.
Davis said if resident students are required to pay tuition, nonresidents will probably have to pay that added amount as well.

Fullerton reports
enrollment figures
SJSU spring enrollment reached
18,097 full-time equivalent students
as of the third week of the semester,
SJSU President Gail Fullerton told
the Academic Senate Monday.
"It even looks like we are a little
ahead of where we are projected to
be," Fullerton said.
We were apprehensive about
enrollment because there were less
students at walk-through
( registration), but walk-through can
tv misleading."
last week preliminary figures
showed that enrollment of Full Time

Pay delay angers pickets
Hoover Hall Office Manager
I,ynne Thorngate, 19, and three
other picketers carried out a oneday strike in the dorm’s lobby last
Friday after Thorngate said she
failed to receive her $185 work-study
check for the month of January.
Thorngate, who married in
December, claimed she turned her
name change form in on time to
Auxiliary Enterprises. Thorngate
believes that Auxiliary Enterprises
sent the form in late to Sacramento.
Barbara Williamson, Auxiliary
Enterprises office clerk, said the
office only processes student
vouchers and not checks or name
change forms. Payroll handles it,
she added.
Payroll supervisor Kathy Dolan
said Monday she was not aware that
Thorngate had not received her
check. She said she will issue
Thorngate a partial advance check.
A piece of string taped to the
floor of Hoover Hall’s lobby formed
the picket line last week.
Picketer Katie Clarke explained
why she was helping to protest.
"She’s ( Thorngate) a good friend
and if she doesn’t get her pay, she’ll
borrow moey from me and we’ll both
be broke."
"It’s the principle of the thing,"
said picketer Evan Innerst, another
friend of Thorngate. "So often the
bureaucracy gets things messed up
and it’s hard to correct it."
Both Thorngate and her
husband wcrk and are full-time
students.
"I only get paid once a month,"
she said, " and it’s hard on us."
Thorngate said she was locked
out when she began picketing but
she is not taking it too seriously.
Hoover Hall Resident Director

Monica Sercu closed the window and
locked the door of the office, she
said. Sercu also put up a sign advertising for temporary office help.
"She’s told me three times that
I’ve been fired," Thorngate said. "I
don’t know if I should take her
seriously," she said with a smile.

Sercu said she was not serious
about firing Thorngate.
"In my estimation the whole
thing picketing was a joke," Sercu
said.
She wanted her employee to be
paid, however, because Thorngate is
a good worker, Sercu added.
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Lynne Thorngate pickets Hoover Hall Friday afternoon.

Equivalent I FTE ) students fell
short of its projected 18,850 estimate
for 1979-80 by 775.
The new enrollment figures will
affect the 1980-81 budget, Fullerton
said.
Fullerton stressed that these
were preliminary figures. The official census figures should be ready
by the date of the senate’s March
meeting.
Total student enrollment this
spring was estimated at 24,819.
One FTE is equal to one student
taking 15 units. The total number of
FTEs is the basis for budget
allocations in the university.
During discussion of the implications of Proposition 9 (Jarvis
ID, Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns expressed concern
that the Senate has been concentrating on the possible loss of
faculty, and not on the fact that the
university would be put in the
position of deciding which students
to accept to the university.
"There are a lot of students
enrolled here that aren’t going to be
here next semester I if Proposition 9
passes)," Burns said. "I don’t think
the students understand that yet."
After approximately two hours
of debate, the Senate voted to approve the proposed Affirmative
Action Policy.
The Affirmative Action Committee and the Professional Standards Committee have worked on
development of the proposed policy
for about two years.
The senate has spent its last
three meetings reviewing the policy
before voting to approve it.
Twenty-nine members approved
the policy, six voted against it, five
abstained and seven members were
absent for the final vote.
Steve Faustina, Affirmative
Action coordinator,
reserved
comment on the approved policy
until he can read the final document.
He said he was unhappy with sections of the policy which were
amended on the senate floor.
He added that the policy was cut
to some extent due to compromises
made during the Professional
Standards and Affirmative Action
committees’ deliberations.
The original policy, instituted in
the spring of 1974, is 12 pages long.
The new proposed policy will be
approximately nine pages long.
Fullerton, present for most of
the meeting, must approve the
proposal before it can become
policy.
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Can the U.S. rise after slow -starting 1980?
by Hilary K. Hann
Mail tenter

Well, here we are in the 1980s, a
brand-spanking new decade.
It seems somehow that we look
at each new, incoming decade as one
hrinuning with hope and that the
troubles we were heavy-ladened
with in the last decade can be
discarded like last year’s calendar.
But none of us should be so
gullible as to think that the problems
will suddenly be gone. And sadly,
they haven’t disappeared.
In the first year of the ’80s, our
old friends are still with us: doubledigit inflation, the skyrocketing

grin and bear it.
This is not meant to wring a crytowel at the new decade and remind
us that nothing has changed in this
country in general - economically or
politically.
It is only to show how wise it
may be to "lower our expectations,"
to borrow a neatly packaged phrase
from our presidential -bidding
governor.
I have to say I looked with great
anticipation at this first year of the
’80s. Not one month into this new
year and my bubble was quickly
burst.
There was unique promise and
activity ahead: the Olympic Games,

world.
What good is it to prepare us as
leaders of tomorrow when, if international friction continues, we
may not have a tomorrow?
At this point, our country seems
not to be as concerned about a
nuclear war as it is about the
reinstatement of the draft.
The pervasive feeling today
seems to be not one of doom for this
new decade, but gloom.
How can we be optimistic when
economic, political and at times
even social indicators in our society
read like a haunting scenario of days
before the Stock Market Crash of
1929?

’The pervasive feeling today seems to be not
one of doom for the new decade, but gloom’
price of gas, growing unemployment
and our relentless complaining
about all of them and more. Some of
their relatives, such as recession,
are coming to visit us as well.
From our nation’s capital, we
see the heavy weight.
President Carter’s brow furrows
11/Ole when he gives a public address
on TV. The lines in his face are
considerably deeper than they were
four years ago. He endures the
tensions of a highly political and
inescapably volatile world power
struggle, while trying to combat our
domestic troubles and strained
international relations.
We. the people, also endure with
him, if not sympathetically, then
apathetically.
I.iving in an economic briar
patch, as it were, is just a hazard of
our highly mobile society, where
prices go up. the almighty dollar
goes dawn and none of us, from
Washington. D.C., to Clover Flat,
CA, really knows who’s responsible
for it all.
In our case, as Americans, when
the briar patch is the only place to
live and lay our devaluating dollar,
one doesn’t have much choice but to

the presidential election, prospects
for the ’80s and new hope?
Nationally at least, that promise
has left us halfway between ignorant
loose ends and a state of lack-offaith-in-government shambles.
We’re boycotting the summer
Olympics in Moscow. trying to
retrieve 50 American hostages,
attempting to defeat Jaws II and
half-watching what turned out to be
long-winded, lackluster politicians
wielding their same old pledges like
tinfoil swords at a fed-up and damn
tired American people.
Also, as we dive off the deep end
into the new decade, there’s an even
bigger shark in the water besides
these disappointments, there’s the
possibility of World War III.
If that happens, women may not
have to worry about going to war
because humanity could potentially
be blown off the earth by nuclear
weaponry.
This seems a strange paradox
for us college students in particular.
who are just beginning to see that
glint of light at the end of the
academic tunnel, cognizant at least
of some notion of our own personal
directions and potentials in the

doing something for the conunon
good, in a world that is undeniably
an "us" world.
We can’t neglect the fact that we
need each other. There is a great

toward

spur us to the top in the following
years.

The only thing we can do now is
hope that our starting at the bottom
of the totem pole with 1980 can only

After all is said and done, hope
in this country is probably the only
thing that springs eternal.

need to work together
promoting life and peace.
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These dreary
forecasts seem to go beyond the
yawnable stage for many people.
The point of voicing disgust is
moving to the back burner and the
prospect of solutions and someone
who can take command of the helm
at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue are
staying off the stove altogether.
Our economic situation, with
sky-soaring gold prices, the failing
dollar and the influx of foreign interests in this nation, is hard to get a
hold on.
It’s much like a kitten wrapped
up in a ball of yarn; you hardly know
where to begin, let alone how to get
out of an exceedingly complicated
mess.
From Tom Wolfe’s "me"
generation of the ’70s, we are supposedly embarking upon the "us"
generation in this decade.
Hopefully, this will not be just a
collection of lonely "me" persons
who got lonely looking at themselves
in the mirror.
Hopefully, they haven’t decided
to gather to be narcistic and selfserving together, but will be set on

letters
Response to ’off-base accusations’
Editor:
Dave Stolecki bad-mouthed
KSJS in the Feb. 22 Spartan Daily.
His accusations were so off-base
they didn’t even merit an official
response from the San Jose State
radio station. Not wanting anyone to
believe his wild charges, let me
contrast some facts with his
speculations.
His letter was titled "Racist" - I
don’t know if he was refering to
himself or to KSJS - but I have a
better title for it: "Sour Grapes."
His letter reminded me of a similar
one last October from Steve Hickey.
Why are failed KSJS DJs the only
ones to ever complain about the
station? Must be a coincidence.
Once again. someone who didn’t
instantly get the prime-time slot,
goes and dreams up some complaints about KSJS to explain his
own failures.
Let me quickly disprove his
claims. KSJS doesn’t "shove" Top
40 at students; as far as I know, no
radio dial is locked on KSJS, so

they’re not shoving anything at
anybody. A weekday format that
exclusively features albums and
nary a disco song isn’t what most
people would call "Top 40" - but
there are always a few who are
paranoid about such things.
And it isn’t shoved at the
students 24 hours a day either subtract 40 hours a week for jazz and
soul music, 15 hours a week for
public affairs programming, 15
hours a week for news, 8 hours a
week for latino programming and
miscellaneous other hours dedicated
to classical, religious and folk
music, plus coverage of almost
every SJSU sporting event under the
sun.
The basic gist of his letter is that
you have to be a Bee Gees fan to be a
manager at KSJS - any "black or
minority" who isn’t into teenybopper music need not apply. Dave,
did you ask Bert Ashe or Oscar
Johnson - KSJS jazz and soul
directors - about this? I don’t think
they’d agree with you.
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But it is true that you can’t walk
into the station and declare yourself
general manager (sorry, Dave i.
Also, you obviously have a short
memory - Richard Jackson ( who
definitely qualifies as "any black or
other minority" ) was the KSJS
program director just over a year
ago.
I’d suggest you look into the
process of how KSJS managers are
selected. You’ll find that it’s pretty
good at locating the person most
qualified for the job, regardless of
race.
I think one line in your letter was
mistyped because it has some basis
in fact: "The duties of program
director, general manager, music
director, etc., are closely intertwined with the normal day-today operations of the station." Well,
I certainly hope so, Dave! That one
statement was absolutely correct.
Your bitterness shows through
on the line about "aspiring disc
jockeys with liberal viewpoints and
ideals." During your short stay at
KSJS. did you tell anyone about
these viewpoints? No one at the
station remembers you mentioning
them. Were they secret? In fact, we
were all rather shocked when you
gave us a one-day notice that you
wouldn’t be doing your show any
more. As you go through life, you’ll
find very few people who read
minds.
The last part of your tirade
really goes off the deep end. How is
"opening-up" the music format "a
solution" for racism in manager
selection? Seems like your
discrimination charges were
dreamed-up just so you’d have a
chance to complain about the music.
But thanks for the compliment
about the "current stringent format" - another true statement but you contradict yourself when
you ask for something "more
challenging." What is more
challenging than a stringent format? What you meant to say was
something less challenging
something you could handle.
Those able to operate the
stringent KSJS format will be ready
for anything commercial radio can
throw at them - that’s why the
format is the way it is. This has been
substantiated by many successful
KSJS graduates; one from last
December was immediately placed
as news director at a large commercial station.
So, Dave, enjoy yourself over in
construction management. I’m
afraid you just couldn’t hack it over
here in Radio-TV.
Ross Hartman
Radio-TV senior

Recent Daily story ’poor journalism’
Editor:
The article ’’New Garage
Needed?" in the Feb. 12 Daily was a
glaring example of poor journalism.
The article apparently was
prompted by a letter I wrote,
published in the same issue, which
criticized a previous news item
about parking at SJSU.
First, the reporter, in researching the article, used as sources
only university administrators those very individuals who advocate
construction of a garage. Is not one
of the basic principles of competent
journalism the presentation of both
sides of an issue?
Admittedly, I was quoted in the
article; not out of an interview,
however, but out of the letter to the
editor I had submitted. If the
reporter had bothered to contact me,
I’m sure I would have had some
comments to make about some of
the information given in the article.
One of those items is the ofrepeated lie that we have "lost" the
1,000 parking spaces across Fourth
Street. As noted in the article, "New
Garage May Not Add Any Spaces,"
in the Oct. 5 Daily, the federal/state
building complex is not going to be
built there, but between Second and
Third streets. It should also be noted
that these plans include a parking
structure for the employees of this
facility.
A simple call to the San Jose

Redevelopment Agency would have
verified this fact, as well as the fact
that there are presently no firm
plans for the lots across Fourth
Street. Neither will the city release a
date as to when the land will
probably be developed in the future.
My letter to the editor, although
printed, was followed by a note
invalidating the parking statistics I
had presented on the basis of information given by the executive
vice president. Did the editor see
any documentation of this information? I doubt it, since the EVP
has declined to release the report in
question to the public.
I hope you will extend the same
courtesy to myself as a student in
the future as you have to an administrator - that is, if an administrator submits a letter to the
editor on this subject, look me up so I
can call him a liar without his finding out about it, or having a chance
to deny such, until the paper is
published.
As for the disputed statistics,
there seems to be a lack of communication between the EVP and
his subordinates. Although the
number of available parking spaces
was given as 350 by the EVP, the
University Police officer who
conducted the study said, just as I
asserted, that there are 650 open
spaces at peak hours ( see "Evening
Permits Offered to Students,"
Spartan Daily, Dec. 3
As the specific hour of 9 to 10

a.m. is mentioned in relation to the
350 figure, it is entirely possible that
the statistics are being manipulated
to come up with the lowest possible
figures. The obvious question,
however, is whether, in these times
of dropping enrollment, rising gas
prices and Jarvis II, it is advisable
to spend $6 million of state money to
provide an hour of parking.
Speaking of manipulating
statistics, the EVP gives the results
of a parking survey he conducted
thusly: 1,259 in favor of the proposed
garage, 943 in favor of a new 10th
Street garage and 331 in favor of new
floors on the existing 10th Street
garage - but he neglects to mention
the 456 students who opposed the
construction of any garage.
He would collapse the categories
as 2,533 11,259 and 943 and 331) in
favor of a garage vs. 456 opposed.
The other way of looking at these
figures, however, is 1,259 in favor of
the proposed garage vs. 1,730 (943
and 331 and 456) who favor other
alternatives.
One can only wonder, if the
Spartan Daily, as the primary
campus medium, would provide
responsible and accurate reporting
to the students, would there be
appreciable support for a $6 million
garage wherever it might be constructed?
Michael Medina
Behavioral Sri/Sociology,
senior

Daily showed ’negligence and callousness’
Editor:
After hearing that the Spartan
Daily was the best newspaper on
college campuses in California, I
was proud and impressed. The next
day, after reading the article called
"No Leads on Campus Attack on Art
Student," I felt perhaps that award
should be rescinded.

A school newspaper is there to
benefit and serve the students. By
revealing the name of a student who
wished to remain unidentified ( and
obviously showing pride in the investigative work involved), the
Spartan Daily showed complete
negligence and callousness toward a
woman and a student.

I hope that in the future the
Daily will display more compassion
for the feelings and psychological
needs. of the students and their
readers.
Susan R. Hamilton
Civil Engineering, junior

New group relieves ’burnout’ symptoms
Editor:
I thought your article on the
trials of Faculty RTP Retention,
Tenure and Promotion last week
was quite good, as far as it went.
Missing, however, were the immodest and obscene tasks of hyping
your own accomplishments, the
rejections, appeals and grievances.
In other words, all the Byzantine

instruments of punishment and
reward which cause much of the low
morale on our campus.
Fortunately, there is a new
group organized to relieve these
early symptoms of "burnout." It is
called the "Battered Faculty Support Group." You may have seen our
members sporting the distinctive
badge of the BFSG. You, too, may

join this group and receive this
handsome badge. Simply send the
labels from three Valium bottles or
50 cents to: BATTERED FACULTY,
(7/0 Information Center, Student
Union, San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA 95192.
Jack Douglas
New College (rel.)
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Prop. 9 makes student trustee’s job tough
by Boni Brewer
Gov. Jerry Brown’s
new student appointment
to the California State
University and Colleges
board of trustees says the
tension within the CSUC in
anticipation of Prop. 9
cutbacks will make his job
a lot tougher than he’d
expected.
"The euphoria has
worn off real quick," said
23-year-old Jason Peltier,
who was chosen this month
from amoir 17 applicants
for the student trustee
position.
Peltier said he’d take a
"wait and see" approach to
the flare-up last weekend
at SJSU between the CSUC
chancellor’s office and the
California State Students
Association.
"I don’t know what to
believe yet," Peltier said.
"I want to do what I can to
help. My problem is
knowning ass trustee what

1 can do."
former
Peltier,
California State University
at Chico A.S. president,
stressed that he is not
working solely for
students.
"I need not to be a oneissue trustee," he said. "If
I go in as a student advocate and that’s it, I’d be
making a real mistake. I’m
not their keeper. StudenLs
are a main source but I
need to work for the whole
family."
Peltier was among the
two persons recommended
to Brown by the CSSA for
the trustee position. The
other contender was
current Chico State
President Jackie FarisRees.
Not only will Peltier
attend every CSSA meeting
to gather input, he said
he’ll be talking with
faculty, the council of
university
presidents,

personnel, the chancellor’s
office and the trustee audit
division.
"I’m not a lobbist - I’m
a decision maker," he said.
The only difference
between regular trustees
and students trustees,
Peltier said, is that instead
of an eight-year term, the
student serves for two
years. Also, the appointment is not subject. to
approval by the state
senate.
Peltier succeeds Kevin
Gallagher as student
trustee, who was preceded
by Kate Carlson. Carlson
was the first student
trustee to serve after the
position was created by the
legislature in 1975.
Peltier said he’s a
strong advocate of student
"consumerism," which he
defined as "systematic,
institutionalized, non-tokenistic and informed"

action.
"To be critical consumers of what’s going on
is exactly where student
leadership is headed," he
said. "That’s my student
part coming out."
"Students can’t just
rely on CSSA. It may be a
pipe dream to think we can
put an end to apathy and
student ignorance," he
said.
But he added that
students are being "pushed
real quick" into the voting
booth on June 3 to help
decide Prop. 9.
Peltier is faced with
handling his trusteeship at
a time when students are
struggling for equal footing
decision CSUC
with
makers.
Chancellor
Glenn
Dumke’s office warned
CSSA of "repercussions"
and a "change in
relationships" for giving
the state Department of

Business accreditation
undergoing ’normal’ review
by Sam Tuohey
The San Jose State University School of Business is
undergoing a "normal review" by the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business AACSID,
according to School of Business dean George Halverson.
The School of Business’ accreditation is in question
because, Halverson said, the ratio of student credit hours
taught by full-time faculty with doctorates compared with
those taught by faculty without doctorates has slipped
below the AACSB’s required minimum.
At times in the last few years, part-time teachers
without Ph.D.s outnumbered the full-time faculty with
doctorates in some of the business departments.
This information was included in the School of
Business’ report to the AACSB in 1977. Since then, the
AACSB has been studying the school. Halverson said he
doubts the school will be put on probation by the AACSB
because they understand the reasons for the ratio slip.
Since the School of Business’ last formal accreditation
in 1972, the number of business majors has grown

tremendously, while the population of San Jose State
University as a whole has stayed roughly the same.
Because the state funds the university according to size, it
has been difficult for the school to get the additional
faculty it needs.
While the administration has been "very supportive"
in getting new business teaching positions, the school
sometimes looks for an entire year before a full-time
professor is hired.
Halverson said it takes so long because the school
searches nationally and internationally for prospects.
Until the full-time positions can be filled, part-time
faculty, who usually don’t have Ph.D.’s, teach the
necessary classes. This explains the slip in the ratio of
students taught by Ph.D. faculty.
Another problem with hiring new faculty is that the
School of Business doesn’t pay competitive wages, according to Halverson.
He said the reason an instructor teaches at the SJSU
School of Business is either because he likes the Bay Area
or he likes being affiliated with a school with a good
reputation.

Equal athletic scholarships
said to jeopardize funding
by Ellen Goodwin
If female athletes
receive athletic scholarships on an equal basis with
male athletes, the SJSU
Athletic Department may
face a financial crisis,
according to Dave Adams,
recently appointed SJSU
athletic director.
Adams spoke before a
small audience Monday in
the Student Union as part
of the weekly Forum
program, which is broadcast on the university
station, KSJS, 91 FM, at 11
a.m. Tuesdays and 10:30
a.m. Thursdays.
Because of title IX, a
federal regulation which
last
was amended
December, the athletic department must award
scholarships to women in
proportion to the number of
women participating in
sports, Adams said.
Presently, football and
men’s basketball receive a
large share of the department’s scholarship money
because "They are the
sports that have the ability
to bring in money," Adams
explained.
After providing these
scholarships, the department does not "have a
whole lot more for the rest
of the sports," Adams said.
The money earned by

these sports returns to the
departments-at-large, according to Adams.
When asked what proportion of the department’s
funds these sports provide,
Adams said he did not
know.
When
women’s
athletics began to grow a
few years ago, both the
styles of the play and the
coaching were "well below
what the fans were used to
seeing, which could account for their failure to
make money," Adams
said.
Both the players and
coaching are now improving, he commented, citing
SJSU’s national champion
women’s fencing team and
the women’s basketball
and judo teams.
Discussing the expansion
of Spartan
Stadium, Adams said a
bigger stadium would
provide a "greater opportunity to bring name teams
into our stadium, so we
don’t have to travel all the
time."
Scott
Cornfield,
producer of the Forum
programs, asked Adams

how he could justify spending millions of dollars on
the stadium expansion
when the money could be
used to lessen the impact of
Proposition 9, the incometax slashing initiative,
which may seriously decrease university funds
and force a reduction in
student enrollment.
"It’s my understanding that the expansion
funds do not come from the
university itself," but
rather from the city and
other sources, Adams said.
"It will more than pay
for itself in a very short
period," he added.
Program moderator
Cindy
Havens
asked
Adams what he intends to
do about athletes flunking
out once their eligibility to
participate in sports runs
out.
"Many of the major
universities are hiring
academic
coaches,"
Adams said.
At SJSU, "Tutors are
provided because of the
demands on athletes
practicing their sport,"
Adams stated.
Discussing last semes-
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Jason Peltier was just appointed student trustee by Gov Brown
changing with Brown’s
appointments. They’re
listening to us."
Brown will be appointing two trustees,
perhaps as early as next
month. Possible candidates, however, have not

been made public.
Prior to serving as A.S.
president at Chico State,
Peltier had been the
student government’s vice
president 176-771 and had
been one of two student
representatives to the

university’s faculty senate
for two years.
Peltier graduated from
Chico State in 1979 with a
B.S. in agriculture, and is
now working on his B.A. in
economics at San Diego
State University.

Student opinion welcome
on new A.S. Constitution
Students can voice
their opinions about the
new A.S. constitution at a
public forum at 3 p.m.
today in the S.U. upper
pad. The constitution will
be up for approval by SJSU
students in an election
March 12 and 13.
"Students who aren’t
usually involved with
student government will be
able to address the council," said A.S. Attorney
General Michael Medina.
"Students usually don’t
care about a constitution,
but we’re hoping to
generate participation with
lots of publicity. Students

won’t be able to say they
didn’t know about the new
constitution."
The new constitution
will change "Student
Council" to "Board of
Directors" and reduce the
number from 20 to 12. Each
director will have a
specific job description and
assigned duties.
This change will allow
fuller participation in A.S.
Council, Medina said.
Directors will each have
one job to concentrate on
and their attention won’t be
divided into a number of
areas.

Olympic successes,
Jarvis II related?
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Public acclaim for the
U.S. hockey team and
skating star Eric Heiden
shows that "doom-sayers"
who oppose the Jarvis 11
tax cut initiative are out of
touch with the people,
Senate Minority Leader
William Campbell, R Hacienda Heights, said at a
news conference Tuesday.

Additional changes
include adding a faculty
and an administrative
representative to the
board, eliminating the
attorney general position
and reducing the membership of the judiciary.
The constitution will
provide for an "internship/orientation" program for incoming A.S.
officers and provide for
liaisons
to presently
"neglected" groups.
The public information
officer and personnel officer will become council
seats, Medina said.
Currently, both paying
positions are appointed by
the A.S. president.
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He labeled "doomsday
rhetoric" much of the
opposition to Proposition 9,
Howard Jarvis’ June 3
ballot measure to cut the
state income tax in half.

"...I think this outpouring of ... emotion and
support and spirit at the
Olympics is indicative that

/
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the American public is a
good many steps ahead of
some of the politicians,"
Campbell said.

have
the
"You
governor of this state
running around the East
Coast and becoming the
prophet of doom ... I think
that’s just contrary to
what’s happening out there
among the people.

presents...

A director of business
affairs and sponsored
programs will be created,
he said. The director will
be in charge of buugeted
programs, and must know
the status of the groups, as
well as whether the groups
are using their allocated
money effectively.
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ter’s falsified-units scandal
in which an SJSU football
player, Steve Hart,
allegedly obtained six units
from Rocky Mountain College in Montana through
another player, Hugh
Rupp, without attending
the required classes,
Adams said the athletic department faculty was
-completely unaware of
the situation."
The athletic department is not alarmed about
the falsified units. Adams
said.
It was just "one
situation ... a young man
tried to get a few credits on
his own," he said.
Adams attributed 95
percent
of SJSU’s
"notoriety" to the athletic
department.
Although there are
other good departments, he
said, "most of the
publicity" involves
athletics.

Finance Prop. 9 cutback
suggestions without first
consulting the chancellor’s
office.
Peltier
suggested,
however, that perhaps the
relationship "needs to
change."
-I don’t think we
always need to fear
change," he said. "There’s
a whole revolution in
dealing with a 30 percent
funding reduction."
There is also a dispute
over whether or not the
CSSA can choose the
student representative
required in the collective
bargaining process, which
has not yet gone into effect.
And last month, the
CSUC board of trustees
repealed its November
decision to allow nonvoting student participation on departmental
committees for retention,
tenure and promotion of
faculty.
CSSA leaders at this
weekend’s meeting said the
student voice is growing.
’’We’re gaining influence with trustees," said
Steve Glazer, CSSA
legislative director. "The
conservative board is
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KLIV
FM sound on AM dial
When the change to disco was made, McLeod said that
by Chuck Bustillos
the station felt it was a sound move.
October 25, 1979. Not really an historically memorable
"At the time we made the change to heavy disco play,
day. Except for frustrated local music listeners. At 7 p.m.
we were seeing how crazed people were on the stuff,"
that evening, KI.IV. the oldest AM radio station in San
McLeod said. "We just said ’Look how this stuff is
Jose, gave a swift kick in the pants to "disco" and
selling!’ The station has always tried to reflect what the
welcomed home a long, lost friend - -rock and roll."
people were listening to. At that given time, disco was the
KI.IV has run the gamut of AM formats in its 19 year
most popular music."
station
40
Top
first
the
as
out
started
1962,
it
existance. In
Then came the crash. Disco was dying.
).
1965
until
40
Top
go
not
did
KFR(’
Area
in the Bay
"We saw the writing on the wall around May of last
It carried its Top 40 format into the early ’70s, when it year," McLeod said. "We started to drift back, but we
turned to an "Easy 1.istening," more adult contemporary,
style. Then came the) infamous change to "disco" in the
late 70’s.
Entering the ’80s. KLIV has changed face again. It
has become the first AM station in the country to establish
an FM -oriented program which includes "The Rock
Power Hour" at 10 p.m. on Thursdays, featuring the latest
in "new wave" music.
were screwing up then trying to do this mass appeal thing.
KI.IV program director John McLeod has seen the It’s impossible to please everybody."
the
at
years
his
12
during
radio
evolution of San Jose
McLeod said that KLIV then attempted to focus on
station. Although he admitted the recent change was a bit
format. With the help of an Atlanta -based
of a risk, he said that the South Bay was ready for an AM one particular
consultant, it came up with its present
station on the lines of FM counterparts KOME and KSJO. radio station
rock radio.
-First of all," McLeod said, "some people just don’t ’superstars" form of album-oriented
"You just can’t follow up Kenny Rogers with
have FM in their cars. I’ve talked to some people who
AC/DC." McLeod said. "We just needed a common
denominator. You look at KOME and KSJO and they are
doing the same thing over and over. When people turn to
those stations, they may not always know the artist, but
the songs they play areal] of a rock nature."
%%ere so disgusted uith AM that they didn’t even bother
That nature is something that originally rooted at
turning on their radios when they got into their cars."
KLIV.
Even after the change was made by KLIV, it took
"I remember the early days of the station when Top 40
months before people began to realize that it actually was
was synonymous with rock and roll," McLeod said. "Then
the Rolling Stones and not Sister Sledge coming out of radio was a lot more theatrical than it is now. The
their speakers.
program director at KOME (Mike Hunter ) used to be
-We actuall) dropped the heavy disco play in March Captain Mikie here in the early 60’s.
l’79)," McLeod said. "But the vibes had been so bad with
"All we’ve really done at KLIV is come back to the
the) rock audience and their distate for disco, that it wasn’t
rock which was what we were originally doing,"
until almost four months later that we started to get any standard
feedback. It’s really amazing how many people we lost he added.
One
other
reason for what KI,IV is doing now is atwhen we went to the disco sound."

’You can’t follow AC/DC
with Kenny Rogers’

’Top 40 won’t survive

’-’ii.

1

KLIV is the first AM station in the nation to include a regularly scheduled new wave show in its
broadcast schedule. Co -hosts Ken Anthony (left) and Howie Klein (right), formerly with KSAN,
welcome new wave performer Sally Mutant to the "Rock Power Hour" heard on Thursday nights.
tributed to the dying art of Top 40 AM programmed
stations.
"A radio station in the ’80s cannot survive with a Top
40 format," McLeod said. "Look at KFRC. They were
untouchable in the mid-1970s. They’ve gone down in the
last five Arbitron ratings. KYA now calls itself "Easy
Rock." You just can’t keep playing the same stuff over
and over. You’re bound to lose listeners."
When KLIV foresaw disco losing listeners, it turned to
the top radio consultant in the country, Lee Abrams of
Burkhart-Abrams. Of its 60 clients, Burkhart-Abrams has
turned a dozen of them into the top station in those
markets.
Although KLIV is regaining lost listeners, McLeod
said that he did not have much time to prepare for the
switch to the "Superstars" format.
"I found out a couple of weeks before the actual
change that we were going with the "Superstars" style,"
McLeod said. 1 had to do a lot of running around, going to
all the stores to get records, because our shelves were
pretty much limited to some disco stuff."
That disco "stuff" has been shelved. Only you won’t
find any in the KLIV library. The station’s rotation list is
based on a "high," "medium" and "average" rating. Led
Zeppelin, Styx and Cheap Trick are "high," Steve Miller
"medium" and early Rush an "average."

The Abrams agency, recently noted in Rolling Stone
magazine as one of the 100 "heavies" in the music industry, has aided KLIV in dissecting the musical tastes of
various age groups which constitutes the rotation rating.
Seventeen- to 21 -year-olds seem to like the heavy
metal stuff like Led Zeppelin and AC/DC. Twenty-one to
25 prefer Fleetwood Mac, Styx and the Eagles. Over 25
turn to Dan Fogelburg, early Fleetwood Mac and the
Eagles.
With the ability to focus on a particular sound,
McLeod said that the station is able to secure a more
established following.
"A total rock station won’t try to slip in a John Denver
or a Captain and Tennile cut," McLeod said. "When you
plays disco song, a rock number and a ballad, all you end
up doing is confusing the listener."
While album-oriented rock on AM may be a step in the
right direction to break its "establishment" stereotype,
McLeod said that he’d hoped that AM will be able to
broadcast in stereo in the near future. However, he said
that there is plenty of confusion here as well.
"It’s the government’s hesitancy to give approval for
stereo on AM that’s the biggest problem now," McLeod
said. "I really don’t see it happening for another 10 or 15
years. It would be an innovation of a creative process. As
well as salvation."

Ramones, Ambrosia
concerts planned

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
PANEL DISCUSSION

--TODAY--

The Ramones and for March 14 at the Civic
Ambrosia are two concerts Auditorium., would be
tentatively planned in the definite. He said that Hush
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
near future by the A.S. would be the opening act.
10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
Programs Board, acThe Ramones with
cording to AS. Programs Pearl Harbor and the
REPRESENTATIVES FROM
Advisor Ted Gehrke.
Explosions is another
Gehrke said that he
S.J.S.U., F.M.C. &
play
tonight
the
University
Theatre
Play
members
"’Friends’ opens
at 8 in
include would know this week if the concert that the A.S.
The award winning
Programs
Board
is
HEWLETT-PACKARD
(left to right) Steven Chastian, Joan Nelson, Cindy Moshier and Drake Johnson
Ambrosia show, scheduled working on. This show
FREE REFRESHMENTS
would be on April 17, also at
the Civic.
PRESENTED BY
Another show tentatively scheduled is
Patrice Rushen and
riends,’ 1978 vt inner and a flighty niece. The SJSU theater arts lecturer, senior; John Nelson, Miranda said. It deals with
Hiroshima on May 1.
of the Harold C. Crain story is set on the directs "Friends." The theater arts graduate; adult issues and the
Playwriting award, opens Washington coast.
play was professionally Drake Johnson, radio-TV language and subject
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
tonight at 8 in the
The Crain award is produced last month at the senior; and Cindy Moshier, matter reflect this, she
SAN JOSE STATE I 1NIVERSITY
University Theater.
given annually to the
Federal Theater Project in English senior.
added.
The West Coast year’s finest play as judged
New York.
"Friends," written by
Ticket information is
premiere
also
plays by a national panel of
The SJSU student Crispin Larangeira of New available
from
the
Thursday
through university and professional production stars Steve York, is not recommended University Box Office at
Saturday at 8 p.m. Ad- theater persons.
Chastain, theater arts for young audiences, 277-2777.
mission IS 81.50. students
The award, first given
and senior citizens. and $3 in 1976, is in honor of Dr.
general.
Harold C. Crain, who
"Friends" deals with served as SJSU theater
the love and hate arts chairman from 1955elationships between an 63.
:f guy rouple, their boarder
Dr. Kathleen Miranda.

Award-winning ’Friends’ tonight
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are the elimination of the Attorney
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General on the Executive Staff,
reduction of the AS. Judiciary by
half. and transforming the present
A.S. Council too Board of Directors,
smaller in size, with each member
having a special job to do.

The forum will be held at 3:00,
Wednesday, Feb. 27, on the
Upper Pad of the Student Union.
For more details, call or visit
the A.S. Office, Third Floor
Student Union at 277-3201.

SIR LEW GRAI IF and MARTIN STARCiER present A JIM HENSON PRODUCTION
"THE MUPPET MIME ’
Executive Producer MARTIN STARGER Produced by JIM HENSON
Written by JERRY JUHL & JACK BURNS Directed by JAMES FRAWLEY
Music & Lyrics by PAUL WILLIAMS and KENNY ASCHER
Co produced by DAVID LAZER
Starring The Muppet Performers JIM HENSON FRANK 0/ JERRY NELSON
RICHARD HUNT DAVE GOELL
Co starting CHARLES DURNING and AUSTIN PENDLETON
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Outlook bright for 1980 track and field team
consistent basis," Livers anyone in the nation," decides to send a team to same season
said.
Bullard continued.
Moscow.
Feurbach won the
The hurdles, 110-meter
Bohni, with a lifetime PCAA meet last year with
The Spartans may
highs and 400-meter in- have four high jumpers best of 17-5, holds every a put of 62-3 1/2.
termediates, could be a over 7-0 this season.
age -group record in
F’eurbach will also be
shaky area for the SparThurlis Gibbs, former Switzerland from age 12.
counted upon in the discus
tans with the loss of Olymnational junior college
Kim Black, a returning and hammer throws. In the
pic hopeful Cooper.
record holder with a second-place finisher in the discus he placed fourth in
As has been the case in
lifetime best of 7-3 1/2, PCAA championships, is the PCAA with a 172-3 toss.
past seasons, Bullard said
another 17-foot vaulter.
leads the high jumpers.
His best hammer throw is
much of SJSU’s success
Gibbs placed third in
Black, a senior, has 164-1.
depends on the hurdles.
the PCAA championships lived in the shadow of Greg
Long jumper Ess(xiina
Shouldering
that
last season and is the Woepse while at SJSU. Atchade from the Republic
burden will be Mike
Spartans No. 2 high jumper With the publicity given of Togo in Western Africa
Jerome
Hawthorne,
in history.
Woepse over the past set a freshman record for
Bearden and Gordon Bliss.
Briscoe, a seasons, it has gotten little SJSU with a 26 foot jump.
Willie
Hawthorne will take
Angeles
Los
transfer from
notice that Black has He also placed second in
charge of the 110 highs with
a lifetime best of 13.9.
Bearden is coming off
a season of Spartan football, where he saw action
at defensive back.
distance
SJSU’s
runners will have a new City College, is a brand- vaulted over 17 feet on the PCAA meet. His
mentor this season in 23- new spartan, with a eight occasions.
lifetime best mark is 26year-old Dave Shrock, who lifetime best of 7-2.
The two vaulters, along 51/2.
coached at College of San
Joel Wyrick, who with the three high jumJavelin thrower Curt
Mateo for five years and jumped 7-0 at an all-corners pers, have potential to be
Ransford placed sixth in
meet
organizer
for
was a
meet in Los Gatos recently, high placers in the NCAA the NCAA’s last season
Stanford for one year is a transfer student from tournament, according to
with a 241-7 throw. The 6-3,
before making the move to San Jose City College.
Bullard.
230 pound Ransford has a
SJSU.
A fourth seven-foot
Bullard also mentioned lifetime best throw of 245-7.
"We’re a little thin this jumper could be a three more field athletes
The triple jump will be
year because Don Riggs possibility if Sly Pritchett with national potential.
manned this season by
(last year’s distance is declared academically
Shot putter
Bob Craig Roberts and Wyrick.
coach) knew he was eligible.
Feuerbach, at 6-2 and 260
Roberts placed fifth in
leaving and didn’t con
The pole vaulters will pounds, is a two-time the PCAA last season with
centrate on recruiting," be led by a possible defending PCAA cham- a 99-8 1/2 mark. A secondShrock said. "But we have Olympic candidate, Felix pion. Feurbach placed place finisher in the state
some well trained and Bohni from Switzerland.
fourth in the NCAA in 1978. high school competition,
talented athletes."
Bohni is Switzerland’s He also placed seventh in Roberts has a lifetime best
Jamaican-born Eddie top vaulter. His Olympic the
AAU
National of 49-11 3/4.
Wright and Terry Johnson status is dependent upon Championships with a
Wyrick’s best mark is
figure to be the mainstays whether or not Switzerland
lifetime best of 64-0 1/2 that 49-11.
in the tough 800 meters.
....e.oriStYmt"..4:4114.6414rrxr..e,..4.........WierZeiVwXWir4rwrZybr.eerarrywr.re,-.,mx-....-_,,yeey.- 1
While both have
previously reached the low
1:50’s, Shrock expects the
pair to excell once competition begins.
veteran
Returning
Stan Ross will be the
cornerstone of the 1,500meter event as he was last
season.
The 21 -year-old Santa
by Jblie I
Monica native placed third
Jerome Beardon is one of the hurdlers being counted on to replace Olympic hopeful Dedy Cooper. who in the PCAA 1,500 comThe Academy of Art College is now offering summer
petition as a freshman and
left the team to concentrate on his Olympic training and family responsibilities
had the third-best clocking
study grant scholarships to students who can measuie
in the mile for high
by Joe Bloom
already aligned my season spot, the relay team has
people to contribute."
up to our standards. Send for further details today.
schoolers
in
1977.
and Dave Meltzer
The Spartans proved as to what I want to do in already posted a 40.5 and
In the 5,000-meter race,
Scholarships are available in the areas of Advertising,
The year was 1969 and their depth in a 85-72 win each individual meet, but should continue to imDan Harvey and Tim
the SJSU track team was over Stanford Saturday. my main goal is to stay prove.
Graphic Design, Illustration. Fine Art, (Drawing.
The 200 meter appears Gruber are expected to
propelled to national Despite
below -par healthy."
hold their own with help
Painting, Sculpture and Printmaking) and Photography.
prominence by sprinters showings by many of the
An All-NorCal selec- strong as well with Lewis,
John Carlos, Lee Evans sprinters and hurdlers, tion in high school, Thomas Jackson and Foster slated from Kennedy High’s Mark
For
further information return this coupon
tall us at 1415; 6/3 42(10
Sanchez.
and Ronnie Ray Smith.
SJSU was able to overcome sufferd leg problems last to represent SJSU.
As for field comThis year’s squad the Cards as well as year while finishing behind
Foster will also climb
petition, "we figure on
could be in the same Hayward State’s 37 points.
Irvine’s King, who has into the blocks for the 400
outscoring every team we
position to continue the
Bullard, in his ninth since left the Anteaters for meters, along with Phil
face this year," Bullard
ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
Williams and James Davis.
Spartans’ past good for- season at SJSU, also said Arizona.
said.
540 Povvell Street
tunes, according to sprint that his team is thin in the
Williams has had an
In his quest for an
"Our high jumpers and
ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE
Son Francisco CA 04108
coach Larry Livers.
middle distance events and NCAA title, Thomas sees injury problem which
A Q410.
540 Powell 5T SOO Fr anr
forced him to move up to pole vaulters are as good as
the 400 meters instead of
i would like to reserve further mformai
the shorter sprints, according to Livers.
NAME
Livers also believes
that the Spartans’ 4x400
ADDRESS
’I think there’s a very could have problems in the his main competition relay team of Williams,
LAST NIGHT
Davis,
Jackson
and
Foster
favorable comparison to hurdles since Spartan star coming from teammates
SHAKESPEARE
is capable of bringing in
the 1969 team," Livers said Dedy Cooper won’t be Lewis and Jackson, along
FESTIVAL
points.
last week during an indoor coming out this year.
with James Sanford of
A MIDSUMMER
"The 4x400 team has
Cooper, who was the University of Southern
workout necessitated due
been good but not on a
NIGHT S DREAM
to poor weather conditions. mainstay of the 110 high California, Jerome Deal of
AND
"Except we won’t have hurdles for the Spartans in Texas-El Paso, and Willie
Xerox
the depth this year like in recent seasons, decided he Turner of Louisiana State.
THE TAMING
Copies
could
not
come out for the
the past to fall back on,"
Lewis came to SJSU
OF THE SHREW
P/2( Each
squad because of pressures after an illustrious career
Livers said.
ATS0
8
With returning let- from Olympic training and at San Francisco’s Wilson
sell service
LIVE
terman Ken Thomas an- family responsibilities.
High School and San Jose
251 minimum
RENAISSANCE
choring the sprint
But the sprints, oh City College, where he was
ALL
department along with those wonderful sprints.
the 1977 NorCal champ in
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Kerr attempts to establish wrestling tradition
by Dave Meltzer
I want to establish wrestling as a sport here
forever." head coach T.J. Kerr said in outlining the goals
he has set for himself and the wrestling program at SJSU.
-I’d like for us to pack the place Spartan gym) for
every home meet with 2,500 season ticket holders and
have them turn away people at the door," Kerr continued.
. It we could keep doing that we would force them to
build a bigger facility, like they did at Lehigh," Kerr said.
Kerr marvels at the program at Lehigh. It sold out its
old building for every meet with season ticket holders.
The only way you could get in is if one of the season ticket
holders co \ e up a ticket to you. he said.

"Wrestling is not as easy a sport to be a spectator as
other sports," Kerr said. "With football or basketball you
don’t really have to understand it to enjoy it. You can see a
ball go through a hoop while you drink a martini."
"Wrestling takes longer to understand, but there’s
something about it. Once you get into it, it’ll suck you in
and you’ll become hooked," Kerr said.
"When I first became coach, I thought the major
duties would be arranging practices, recruiting and
scheduling," he said. "I’ve found that’s only about 15
percent of it."
Promoting increased ticket sales is one of the areas
which occupies much of the coach’s time.

Netters in combined match
men’s and women’s squads
entertain their counthe
from
terparts
University of San Diego
today at 2 p.m. on the south

For the first time this
season the two SJSU tennis
teams will get a look at
each other in NCAA
ctat petition as both the

-.11111

he

Pall/

Sollova,

Spartan No 1 singles player Nial Brash

campus courts.
San Diego’s men’s
team currently sports a 7-2
won-loss record while the
women are a less impressive 1-4. The men
recently placed third in the
San Diego Intercollegiate
tennis tournament.
The men feature No. 1
singles player Scott Lipton
and No. 2 Peter Hermann.
Lipton, a junior, won the
San Diego Intercollegiate
and is 4-3 so far this year.
a
Hermann,
sophomore, is 7-2 and both
players were named NCAA
Division II All-Americans
last year.
As a team, San Diego
has accomplished its
record by beating the likes
of the University of
Southern (’alifornia and the
University of Utah.
On the women’s side,
today will mark the
opening of the 1980 home
season.
After having the last
few weeks of practice
hampered by bad weather
conditions,
the
l.ady
Spartans have had a full
week of competition.
-I’m not really sure
how good they are," coach
Lyn SinClair said of San
Diego. "Last year we were
pretty equal, but I haven’t
contacted them and don’t

know what they have new
this year."
San Diego lost close
matches to Arizona and
Southern Methodist in the
Tuscon Invitational over
the weekend.
SJSU’s record in the
weekend tournament was
similar.
somewhat
Although losing by lopsided
margins to Texas and UCIrvine, SinClair claims
many of the matches were
very close and could have
gone either way.
Freshman Diane
Farrell will play No. 1
singles for San Diego. She
is currently ranked No. 3 in
the East Coast junior
rankings.
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LW -Davis got six runs
on six hits in the ninth
inning yesterday to
register its first win in nine
outings and hand SJSU its
fourth consecutive nonconference baseball loss, 72, at Municipal Stadium.
Starting pitcher Randy
Raphael took the loss. He is
now 1-4 for the 4-8-1
Spartans. Ron White, 1-3,
got the win for the
Mustangs in relief.
Through six innings the
game was a scoreless
pitchers’ dual between
Raphael, starting Mustang
hurler Dave Petraeich and
White,
who replaced
Petraeie h in the third.
In the seventh.
Mustartg. designated hitter

Eric Parker singled home himself in a no outs jam
first baseman for a 1-0 with runners on first and
Davis lead.
second in the ninth, SJSU
SJSU came back with coach Gene Menges lifted
two runs in the bottom of him in favor of Mark
the eighth to take a 2-1 lead. Langston, who proceeded
Dave Williams, run- to allow four more hits as
ning for DH Mitch Buich, the Mustangs pushed
aboard on a walk, was across six runs for the win.
sacrificed to third by leftfielder Don Davenport.
SPARTAN #1
Williams scored a shortstop Kevin Jones’ slow
roller to his counterpart,
Brad Tabor, who committed a throwing error to
After Dan Ra’s
sacrifice fly moved him to
third, Jones scored when
Jirst baseman Mike
Hargrave dropped Tabor’s
throw and Rod Daniels was
safe at first.
After Raphael got

SJSU fell from the
ranks of the unbeaten
yesterday.
California, the fourthranked men’s tennis team
in the nation, thrashed the
Spartans by a 7 1/2-1 1/2
score yesterday afternoon
at the South Campus
courts.
Spartans’ No. 1 singles

llth & SAN CARLOS
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Wrestling coach T.J. Kerr
accused of writing and typing term papers for my
wrestlers, an accusation which was unsubstantiated.
They never wrote a retraction."
Kerr is hopeful that new Athletic Director Dave
Adams will help boost interest.
"Adams could help us without pouring money in. He’d
just have to get some of the Spartan boosters interested in
the program," Kerr said.

COPIES

31/2 c

Men’s, women’s tennis both lose

Six-run 9th beats SJSU
t,

Kerr has been pushing for more coverage of SJSU
wrestling in the San Jose Mercury. To this extent he has
started a letter-writing and phone-call campaign to the
Mercury offices.
"We’re ranked in the top 20 for the first time in this
school’s history and the Mercury barely even mentioned
it," Kerr said.
"The problem is the Mercury has such a monopoly
on the local newspaper market and they just don’t have an
interest in covering us," Kerr said.
The letters to the editor column in the Mercury each
Sunday has been filled with complaints from fans asking
the paper for better coverage of Spartan wrestling.
Instead of responding with added coverage, the
Mercury has responded with snide remarks toward Kerr’s
letter-writing campaign, according to Kerr.
Sunday’s Mercury had another in the string of letters
that have been sent to the sports department.
The writer of the letter stated the Spartans had a
"great wrestling team."
Rather than answer all the criticism with more
coverage, Mercury executive sports editor Terry Galvin
responded to the letter saying "great Division I wrestling
teams don’t lose 39-9 to Divison II schools, even if they are
powerhouses."
Infuriated at these remarks, Kerr answered exclaiming that the Bakersfield team GalVin was referring
to is ranked fifth in the nation overall.
"We were missing six of our best wrestlers with the
flu in that meet," Kerr added, a fact which evidently
eluded Galvin.
"We’re currently ranked 17th in the nation out of 377
schools which field wrestling teams. What would Galvin
call that, mediocre?" Kerr said.
"I think Gill Cable is a key for our future. We’ve
gotten really good response to the matches they’ve
broadcasted. I’m hoping we can get them to televise more
of our matches next year," Kerr said.
"You really don’t know what to expect from the
Spartan Daily. Last year they ripped us apart. I was

player Nial Brash was the
only SJSU winner, stopping
Marty Davis in a thrilling
7-6, 7-6 match.
The very tense match
saw Brash win tie-breakers
in both sets by a 5-4
margin.

The women’s team
faced similar results
yesterday against secondranked Stanford, losing 8-0.
Alycia
Moulton,
defending national-doubles
champion, stopped SJSU’s
top player, Kim Purcell, 6-

2, 6-2 in the No. 1 singles
match.
Moulton teamed with
potential All-American Sue
Rassmussen in the No. 1
doubles match to stop
Purcell and Arlene Santos,
6-2,6-1.
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...determination...ambition
competence.. .commitment.
Constant challenge...fast-track development...learning
business from every angle. anticipating the needs and
desires of people. it sail part of the unique Montgomery
Ward Retail Management Training Program. We’re looking
for those who can complement our steady growth I $5 billion
in sales last year) with a goarinspired philosophy, and
eventually assume management responsibilities. For the
incoming trainee the path is clear and well-defined...I rom
Management Trainee to Assistant Retail Store Sales Manager
to Retail Store Sales Manager on up to Store Staff positions
and beyond.
As you accelerate through rotational assignments. you II be
involved in everything from sales and personnel to
advertising and unit stock control. As you gain expertise, you
advance.. ii s a natural progression. What does it take?
Common sense...initiative...assertiveness...and most of all
drive and strong commitment to personal success. If your
degree is in Business, Liberal Arts, or any other field and you
respond well to challenge, you owe it to yourself to consider
this outstanding corporate opportunity.
To explore this natural progression toward success with
Montgomery Ward, talk to our representatives on campus.
We will be on campus March 4th, sign-up sheets are now
posted in the Placement Office. If you are unable to meet
with us on campus, wnte to: M. B Tangren. Montgomery
Ward, 2825 E. 14th. Oakland, California 94616. An Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F.
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Including 3 Bonanza bowling balls,
2 bowling bags, and lots offree games
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IN A WORLD WHERE
EVERYONE DEMANDS
EXPERIENCE,
MONTGOMERY WARD
WILL SETTLE FOR
TALENT.:.
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277- 3226
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Gonorrhea called epidemic
by health center physician
by Joan Casserly
Venereal disease,
specifically gonorrhea, has
epidemic
reached
proportions around the
and
SJSU
is no
country
exception, according to Dr.

Edwin Ewen of the student
health center.
Dr. Ewen is in charge
of the treatment plan for all
venereal disease cases at
the health center.
"I don’t treat all the

VD cases," he said. ’’l just
make up the protocol so
that all the doctors will
treat all these patients the
same."
Last semester there
were 27 reported eases of

gonorrhea at the SJSU
Health Center, according
to Ewen. It may not appear
to be a great number, but
gonorrhea is highly contagious and often is not
detectable,
easily
especially in women.
Also, Ewen estimated
that many students don’t
use the health center and
seek treatment elsewhere.
Therefore, SJSU may have
limited statistics on the

The health center has
seen more male gonorrhea
patients because "males
are more apt to be symptomatic," Ewen noted.
Gonorrhea in males
can produce symptoms of
burning on urination accompanied by a thick,
yellow discharge.
On
the
contrary,
women are asymptomatic
without symptoms). But

there are occasions where
experience
they
can
symptoms similar to those
of the males.
Ewen explained why
syphilis is not as prevalent
in the general population as
gonorrhea.
"Gonorrhea is very
wide-spread and quite
contagious,
whereas
syphilis is more under
control," he said. "In my
three years here I have

are reported to the Santa
Clara Ct inty Dept. of
Public Health for ,tatisti(’s
purposes.
Dr Ewen stated that
most s ..tents he comes in
contact with are -pretty
and
sophisticated"
cooperative about locating
possible infected partners
and coming in for follow-up
treatment, "though there
are sonic we have I track
down."

only seen two cases of
syphilis."
When students are
having
diagnosed as
gonorrhea, they will be
treated
with
either
penicillin or tetracycline.
Ewen said that both of
these treatments are
equally effective and
usually there are no
complications.
All gonorrhea cases

classifieds
GREENPEACE needs used records
and lapel for an upcoming fun
drarser Collection boxes located In
Associated Student, Office Upper
Lead l S U

Announcements
year
Baseball cards
WANTED
books and world series programs.
autographs
statues
sports
memorabilia QUICK CASH See Dr
Lapin. Bus Tower 763 or call 837

ORIENTATION leaders needed to
volunteer small amount of time and
effort

helping new
Janet at 171 2971

students

Call

Pedro’s.

to barter?
to trade?
B UDGET FLIGHTS 19110 DomesIrc
flight,
ter
international
and
anywhere at discount fares We also

Services

Office or call 371 6811
Recycling
SPARTAN
Gardens
Center is open this semester Wed .
i 1 am 2prn and Sat and Sun 10am
ipm We collect newspaper card
glass, aluminum and ton
board
cans. I please flatten) motor oil and
automobile batteries We’re across
trom Spartan Stadium on the corner
Of S ltn and Humboll Sts Bring

INCREASE your gas mileage and
the
E X TR A
performance
with
MILE gas treatment Only SI 92 per
can Call Donald at 736 1250 art 6
P
ALFA ROMEO
Like new,
down,
take
51.000
sell
payments! Call 26? 5/3/

must
over

’71 PLYMOUTH Duster 11.000 Call
249 4965 alter 6 p.m

BUSBOY WAITER positions open
Experience preferred, will train

JOBS IN ALASKA Summer or year
5000 to 92.000
round Good pay
monthly All fields parks, fisheries,
teaching or! industry and more!
For
in
1980 employer listings

For Sale

San Carlos

send 03 to Alas.. B.
7480 16595 Sabado Tarde. No 31
Goleta CA 930113
formation

Simple instructions and top quality
ingredients make EVERY customer
Your
a success EVERY TIME
friends will insist in Coming to
YOUR pad in the future After all.
where can they get a European type
mall beer with 5 percent alcohol and
not have to go out to buy it We’ll
grve you individual instruction, or

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 61
cents per lb No limit Call 793 7950
BEAUTIFUL color TV set. $195 Call
866 7155 after 6P m . ask for Betty

S 5th Street

store
BEE RMAK ERS OF AMERICA
1000 N 4th Street
San Jose, 780 6647

ARE you graduating? What better
time to have a beautiful award
winning color potrait created by
John Eric Paulson Call John at 44$
2386
SJSU GSU Gay Student Union IS a
supportive organization for lesbians
and gay men GSU provides a blend
of social and educational activities
which give lesbMnS and gay men the
Opportunity to meet. learn about
themseives and each other and
relevant social issues We meet on
the S U al p m every mars 2 28,
Creativity and journal 1119/11, 36,
speaker Lesbian caucus meets? 30
p.m

Wednesdays on the Women’s
Center 207, social issues

a

Bible study for gay men and women.
Wea-esdays 2276 Maywood Ave
P0 Box 1865. San Jose 95101 Call
998 0755
ATTENTION Sierra Club meetings
are every Toes at 7 30 pm
S U
Guadalupe Room Also on Feb 23rd
24th, a bike trip to San Born Park is

CAMPUS
Financial

like help with vocational. personal
or academic concerns Come see us
in our new office in Room 223. Ad
ministration Building. 7th and San
Fernando streets Call 277 2966

All campus orgameations The SJSU
yearbook. LA TORRE. wants to see
YOU advertised Buy a page in LA
TORRE. For more info call Lori
Ingram. Alumni Assoc
at 73235
before 4
UTAH.
UTAH,
UTAH.
UTAH!
March 79 April 5 Skr the powder of
Snowbird. Alfa and Park City for 5
days! Stay in beautiful condo’s for 5
nights. Party for both 5 days and 5
nights (yes even in Utah!) All this
andround trip bus transportation for
ONLY 5204’ Sign ups start Tuesday.
Feb 76 near the Student Union 1100
depos.. required Call Steve or Brian
at 998 1097. Joe .268 2529 or Dean at
for
more
243 9949
inlormatron
Welcome to the land of Beersoda’s
SIERRA Club IS having their next
meeting on Tuesday. March 4111 at
7 30 em
in the S U Guadalupe
We

will be discussing an
upcoming bike trip and many other
interesting activrtres
SCRABBLE Players Club will meet
on 1st. 3rd and 5th Saturday each
month from 10 a m to 3pm in San
Jose For details call 748 7720

21

424 Begonia

Corona Del Mar

CA

92675

Care
Women’s
for
CENTER
Family Planning Facility
Free pregnancy testing
Gen Exam Services
Birth Control
Abortion Services
393 979?

B.

311 T.

111100

Summit St 1. Kansas City. Missouri
64141

GREENPEACE needs volunteers to
work at a Radio thon in San Fran

3000902 before 9 am

Housing

Program
Internship
Planning Training and

after 5 p

Near campus

MOTHER OLSON’S LODGINGS
Two houses across street from
campus Kitchen, linen, maid see

Saratoga and Sunnyvale Fleifible
hours. Apply in person at 210 South
1st No 2215 or call 297 4664 Over II.
own car

vice. TV and parking 140 per wk
share. MP to 645 per wk single. 127
North 0th St Call 911 e775

BAND to play for local community
center dances Pay negotiable Call
Kathy at 2/7 4007
SURFERS and athletes in track and
field and gymnastics wanted for
Hollywood pre Olympics film soon
to start in Santa Cruz Call 14001 777
7761
ADDRESSERS

wanted

im

mediately! Work at home No ex
perien. necessary Excellent pay
W.te American Service. 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127. Dallas, TO 15231
CAB drivers needed Full and part
time drivers and dispatchers Must
bell years of age or older Male and
female

All

shifts available
King Cab al 793 9044

Call

WOMEN!
JOBS!

Cruises hips!

Sailing

Expeditions.

Sailing Camps No experience, good
Pay Summer. career Nationwide.
1491 for
worldwide.
Send
ap
info,
referrals
to
plicalron,
CRUISEWORLD

20,

Box

51400 lo 53.1100 summer Thousands
restaurants
needed
Casino’s,
ranches. crursers, ratting, etc Send
hint for applocation, information,
referrals to Lakewarld 20. Box 60129.
2535 waft Avenue, Sacramento, CA
95460
park

fun

Last

Roundup ride operators
Security.
Sales
Immediate
part
time
openings, lull time summer Apply
NOW
FRONTIER
VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT
lerey Road.
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EXCELLENT

pay
and
flexible
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Winer needed Aides IA/hr.. LVN’s
. RN’s 59/hr. Clerical al

adult
Greet
port time

for
Instructor
instruction
group

GERMAN
private/small

May

blocks

I’m

from

Security plus and kit priv Call Don
Fat at 275 8999
EMPLOYED with !rained watchdog

needs allowable. pleasant home to
share in good area near trans
Straight Call Lennie at 197 7578

stadium. 5150
IV /210

Studio apt

nest to
Also room. I. Call

FINE Victorian

5155/mo. plus 5100

deposit Utilities paid Laundry and
kitchen priv Near SJSU Call 794
3182
SJSU student room and board 14
good meals per week, quiet at
mosphere 5150 per month 155 S
11th St Call 279 9473

required,

flexible

term,

March th.
May continue thereafter Call
Short
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accurate. reasonable
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IBM
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..MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS..
Get the best for less from A E AU
DIO ENTERPRISES is SJSU’s
electronics
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complete
buying
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service
of

nearly

with

MEN.

Ships.

WOMEN! Jobs On
American, foreign No
rem.
required Excellent pay, worldwide
travel Summer lob or
Send
53.00 tor information to SEAFAX,
Dept CA, First and Laurel street,

Financing Plan To find out more
about life insurance for students,
call Steve Pogue at 749 5277
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Select.< II Call 984

experienced
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TYPING
My firm can handle
anything Norm One feller to large
mail lists
Reports,
manual or
resumes
Quality
work
at
reasonable rates Call THE EXE CU
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11

ill 10

II
a

components.

stereo

Ii

DOWN
Donations
Worship
Deluge
Covered with
fibrous cloth
Literary abridgements
Frangrance
People of
Cardiff
VIP in June
Illuminated in a
certain way
Phrase for
togetherness
Makes clear

ill

RATES

Phone

Address
50

50

SO

50
City

Enclosed is s

For

Day,

Minimum Three Lines One Oar
Som.., Rate (all,
GAY ASIANS AND AMERICANS
"The SPECIAL someone you are
looking lot mar be in OUR mem

THE House of Genii in San Jose is
for a
YAK I COOK
Japanese
steak house Call

bership

1408/ 786-4139 affOr S p.m, Ask tor
KennY,

ALPHA Phi I eyinert law..
crush is on!

looking

3

:

INTELLIGENT TYPING
Connie and Gary 96? 0/92

300

SINCERE handicapped man looking
tor a female to line with to form
Close relationship Likes music rill

UNWANTED hair removed forever
355
S
Confidential
Baywoof Ave. San Jose Call 741

2

59

12 Native of Yunnan. China
13 Pitcher
18 Melody
21 Examined
24 Dillon of
Gun smoke
Gibson.
25
of tennis tam(
28 Notable name
Yugoslavia
29 Famed hones.,
30 Semitic sun god
31 Egyptian danc
ing girl
32 Brownsville s
river
34 Cry of triumph
37 What fusel is
39 Sowing machine
41 A whale
42 In heraldry
standing
45 Tic
47 Clearest
49 Long nail
51 Game of chance
52 Cambridge in
structor
53 Steamy. hot
54 Satirical TV
off ering
55 Right
57 Shield
59 Hansom

Grown-ups
Golfer s position
Fade away
Whether IT
either case)
One of
a pack
Of the sound
phase. In TV
Related
Pack away
Poet of the
Elizabethan
period
Utmost
Mrs. Thatcher,
for one

NI

Personals

Specialist

1

50
54
56
58

14

for

RENT

ACROSS
Barbed spear
Elwood P.
Architectural
feature
Unfounded
Concept
Sign of a sort
Deceptive ore
Grin
Certain racehorses
One of the
Wylies
Passover meals
Farmer’s Job
Things known or
assumed
Sample again
Kitchen counter
Aruba, for
example
Ruffle
Bring into
agreement
Article
Memorable name
in South Africa
Cupid in art
Dance step
tee
Receiver of a
bequest
Pace
Lariats

Stereo

Phone 733 6433

FOR

46
48

resumes
up
IBM

work
All
at 218 3091

Selectric
Call Kitty

proofread
after Op m please

from
wholesale
direct
Shipped
distributors to your door in 8 to II
days. Call 255 .50 for complete
price quotes or more info. SMWFS.
10 to 10 Ask for KEN Look to A E

pm KeePtrerng

Term papers,
eft $lopg and

Correcting

FURNISHED ants for rent. 550 S
11th St 3 bdrm . 2 ha 5360, also 2
bdrm . 2 ba . 5300 Both large and
Modern
Intmedsale availability

FEMALE roommate wanted to
apt
near
share 2 bdrm . 2 ha
Westgale SI to Prefer non smoker,
serious student Call 757 1936 after 10

Janet af 27/ 9575

letters.

after 1pm Lea. message

AMERICAN family has a room to
rent to a foreign student Call Betty
at 666 1255 alter 6p m

40
41
43
44

very

items new in factory sealed cartons
with lull manufacture w aaaaaa y 30
day detective exchange with op
trona! 5 year parts AND lab.

LOS GATOS apt 7 bdrm 5135 plus
1/2 util by 3i 1 Calf Jeff at 354 0608

neatness and
deadlines guaranleed Experienced
in masters reports disserfations

TYPING

trainee
for
Starting 13.50.

bookstore!
opportunities
Full or
Must be over 20 years. call 294 7135.

Experience

0

or

5552

schedule

5150/mo

256 4306.

Call

Prefer
older.
malure
<amp.
woman Share 4 bdrm house with
and
small child
grad
couple

Some experience
various rates
needed Call New Horizons at 744

MANAGER

at

60129.

JOBS!
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA.
Little cap
Fantastic Tips. Pay.

AMUSEMENT

ROOM

38
39

Accuracy

by
SJSU
Graduate
Department IBM Ser If South Say
Blossom Valley area
Cali
Jose

patienr

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB
Grear guys and gals K ilthen, game
room. color TV. linen and Maid
servrce.
fireplace.
courtyard.
parking PIO per week shared. 165
South 1111,
single
202
per week
Street Office 127 North 0th St
998 0723

TYPING

35
36

Approved

MATH ANXIETY? Need halep with
any lower doe Math? Call me. Ed
Bardell

27
30
33

Kathie al 578 1216. 9 a m ta 9 p m
am also on the graduate office ap
proved typrst list

Sales Course CALL 709 5775

Port Angeles, Washington 95362
LIFE insurance NOW with the
Provident Mutual Student Premium

22
23
25

TYPING Be a professional 20 yr,
exp
Resumes
theses,
reports
votaes, term reports. letters. doe
etc
graphs.
chart,,
’orates,
Reasonable So Valley area Call

CYCLE

International.

14
15
16
17
19
20

Typing

148 2386

DONNA MAY
Fashion photographer seeks models
for testing and portfolio work Call

Golden Gate Language Schools al
374 9954

Europe in 1980
Guided
bicycle trips to England. Holland,
Switzerland
Germany. Austria and
feature hotel accommodations and
sag vehicle support Cycle Touring

1
5
9

William Street
Spec earists 444 E
1 tOtri and WM I Sail Jose, CO 95112
391
1611
Cal114011,

understood For the lines? award
winning photography Call John al

14. 15 and 16 4 hour
shifts available If you can help or
want more info ,call Carole Sears at
14111 .114 6/61

Sacramento. CA 95860

ATTENTION

10811 Los Angeles 1 Imes Syndicate

Open 1 days
Club Med
Mon Fr, 9 6. Saturday OS. Sunday
125 TRIP AND TRAVEL PLAN
NING COMPANY Charter Travel

wedding
a
Your
wedding
photographer?
photographs by John Eric Paulson
Photography are allpressoons ot
love, soft, eleganf and universally

cisco March

MEN!

SJSU COUNSELING SERVICES
Available to all students who would

Voyage

All fields 5500

WORK avarlable now in Southwest
Cupertino.
Eastside.
San
Jose.

scheduled

St Louis. MO 63123

Summer or year
America
S

Asia. etc

Help Wanted

Store open Wed Moe Sal . 9 a m to
6p m
days

WANTED Class rings marked -K "
Pay 565 large Buy "14"
items Keepsake. 7109 Circleview.

Australia

Edited by Margaret Fsrrsr and Trude Jaffe

Backpack,
Luggage
to find travel books
Camping
converters

to 51.700 Monthly Expenses paid
Sightseeing F. free info. write 1JC.
FULLY sell contained motor home
With propane and the best RV
equipment 10 mpg . good condition
inside and out Sacrifice, 53.500 Call
792 6723 evenIngs best, or stop by 611

lust be happy to rap more with you
on Friday nights from 7 to 10 in the
Beerrnakers Pub, next door to the

EVANGELICALS Concerned has

OvE RSEAS JOBS
round
Europe.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Wide map

Insurance

tours

tor

LOOKING

Student Rail and BritRall passes
USA
Overseas rob placement
Youth
Canada and Mexico Traver
and
ships
Student
Hostel Cards
selection
Hard

No blood test required
No waiting
Confidential Legal
Reverend Donald

OPetatIon?
Hawaii
Africa
Asia

Europe
Me. rco
USA Travel Set vices
AUS/Falia
St00en1
International
Available
Eurail
...uance
Card
Identity

mains

998 0149 (Any time)

Italian
Pizzeria
Restaurant now serving New York

BEERMAKING
OUR kit selling for 529 95 makes 9
gallons 01 delicious brew, and then
/5 . cents per 1 pack alter that

WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy

information call 5J PD recruiting al

Call./ 9624 after 3P m

GRANDE

150 E

POLICE Office, tor 0111 01 San Jose
Must he bilingual Spanish/ English
/I to 24 years or age. 2 years of
college Fluent in Spanish For more

MOVING AND HAULING
Have
large Ir.11 Avail fur all sorts of
robs Call Roy at 791 6911

777 4951

your reeve rabies and come out and
support u, Volunteer, welcome

style slice pizza
Street at 4th

ALL AMERICAN COPY. INC Part
time or lull time No experience
Clara
E
Santa
407
necessary
between 91h and 10th

Laker I

(including

Spartan Daily
Classifieds!

charier

all

represent

STUDENT Dental Plan Take care
ot smut mouth and save money too
Enroll now.. Information at A S

to sell?

Scott Thirnann and Mike

0191

Room

Travel

Jeffreys
EARN in your spare time If you
would like add..al income and a
chance to Choose your own hours.
14151
1113 6467
at
cont., ROB
evenings and weekends

Automotive

Looking for something to buy?

HEY Mid. Phis. Need a date to
Spring Formal? We aim to please(
Pre party al
Call any time

Check Clesebetron

I 030

00

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

277-3175

LOOKING FOR YOU Call
(4151 441 1167 Discreet

Inc

The

Announcinents

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Rowing

Bermes

For Sias

lost and Found

Sfineo

Trevor
typing

Deadline

two Oays prun to pubircari.,

Congecutrve pubbeetron dats
NO

IM aaaaa

11,1,44

ellP.1,1,1,

February 27. 1980
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Unique foreign jobs offered
"raspberry picking" to clerical, domestic and
by Brian Boyd
restaurant work. The types of jobs available vary
SJSU students will have a chance to work and live
in Britain, New Zealand or Ireland as part of three work depending which country the student travels to.
More than 1,000 students from throughout the United
exchange programs,
States took advantage of the program in Britain alone.
-The only way to get a true feeling for a country’s
"Of that, only five or six had problems finding jobs
culture and lifestyle is to live and work with its people,"
or lodging," Lawrence said.
said Chris Lawrence, coordinator of the "Work in
New Zealand is a recent addition to the program.
Britain" program. "It’s a unique chance because
Since the flight to Auckland takes about 17 hours, there
usually there would be miles of red tape involved with
is an arrival package available for $28.
getting a work permit. We can help the student cut
Students arriving in New Zealand would be given
through all that."
The trips, which can last up to six months in Britain two nights of lodging and food as part of the package.
"After a 17-hour flight, you need a little time to get
and New Zealand or four months in Ireland, require a
oriented," said New Zealand Student Travel Bureau
$40 administrative fee.
Airfare, accommodations and employment must be representative Judi Kempthorne.
Students interested in the program should contact
taken care of by the student, although the student travel
Virginia O’Rielly at the Office of Student Programs and
organizations in each country can offer assistance.
Services.
Jobs available range from -grouse beating" and

L IF E
RRT5 ! BROKE TNE
rNE
LEAD’ )4/61/T
/4/DOLE of LECTURE!

pLt HAW To 6Er aR
ht/ FRONT OF .500 PEOPLE’
W/91K ACROSS TNE Roo",
TO 7NE SNAAPENER IN
TNE CORNER..

CHUCK BECKUM
ANO FALL PLAT-1%,
I’LL TAKE A/OTES
ON NY FACE 50/1E4/at-RE
w/TN NV ERAsER,
/N BETtrEEN HERE AND

spartaguide
Intercultural Steering
committee will hold an
"On-Going Orientation" at
3.30 p.m. today at the International (’enter. 360 S.
11th St.

Delta Sigma Pi will
present "Career Opportunities with IBM" at 4 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Guadalupe Room.

The Baptist Student
lesbian and Gay Union will meet at 12:30
Awareness Week will have p.m. today in the S.U.
a planning meeting from Almaden Room.
11:30 a.m to 1:30 p.m.
today in the Women’s
Career Planning and
Center
Placement will hold a recruitment presentation
The Industrial Techwith Hewlett-Packard at
nology Club will hold its
2:30 p.m. today in the S.U.
weekly meeting at 3:30
Umunhum Room.
p.m. today in Industrial
Studies 113.
The San Jose State

chapter of the National
Press Photographers Association will hold its first
meeting for the spring
semester at 7 plo. today in
Journalism 117.

today on the upper pad of
the Student Union. There
will be a council meeting in
the A.S. Council Chambers
immediately following the
forum.

The SJSU Sailing Club
will hold an introduction to
celestial navigation for five
Wednesdays starting at 6
tonight in DMH 167.

Black Business students will hold a panel discussion on affirmative
action for the 1980s at 11
a.m. today in the S.U.
Ballroom.

The Associated Students Council will have a
public forum on constitutional revision at 3 p.m

The (’ampus Ministry
will present an Ecumenical
1,enten Worship Protes-

ITHE DANCE AFFAIR
243-4834
inear

la,/
Modern
Pre -tap li
Tap
Tumbling
’toga

LADLE’S NIGHT

Organization of Arab
Students will meet at 3:30
p.m. today in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. Members
and non-members are
invited.

Akbayan Filipino Club
will hold a meeting at 1:30
tomorrow in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more information, call Grace
Subega at 227-1269.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
SOUND...
FOR KEEPS
4111) PIONEER

at the
ST

olds,

AFRO
’-L1ADRON
fa .41
NEST All

Cocktails and Dancing
Happy Hour Weekdays
Dinner Served Nightly

F %ercise Classes F or
Mothers -to -be
All Ages and Abilities

College Republicans of
SJSU will present Mike DeGrace, who will speak on
"The New Republicanism," at 1:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Almaden Room.

Wednesday Nights

Santa Clara Uni%ersits1

Aerobic dance
Ballet
Ballroom
Bells Dan t ing
Dan ell %ercise
Disr 11

tant and Catholic) from
12:15 until 12:45 p.m. today
at the Campus Christian
Center Chapel, 300 S. 10th
St.

1160 Coleman Ave., San Jose 287-6150

12;32;zz
GDPIONF_EIT

Get the facts
from the
Finance Major.

9EST
special
$013110NEEff

541983

A Pioneer FM/AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Model SX680. Power output of 30 watts per
channel minimum RMS at 8 ohms, from 2020,000 HZ, with no more than 0.1% total
harmonic distortion. Direct readout left and
right channel power meters, tuning meter,
tope monitor, and stereo headphone jack. FM
signal to noise ratio: 80 dB (mono), 70 dB
(stereo).
959014EUXT’97113 16987
$300.00
B Pioneer Four-Way Speaker System Model
HPM100. Features a 1 2 - cone woofer, 4- cone
midrange, 1 k’.." cone tweeter and super
tweeter. Up to 200 watts RMS/channel
capability. Walnut veneer. 26 3/8" high.
932361EUX21946 17983 .... (each) $350.00
C
Pioneer Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby
NR Model CTF500. Features accurate audio
reproduction. DC servo control motor, automatic shut-off, permolloy heads. Signal to
noise 64 dB (Dolby NR). Wow and flutter.
0.05% (WRMS).
959049EUXT3M4 12647
$195.00

We’ve been studying
banking for a long time And
our Consumer Information
Reports can make it easier for
you to learn. too.
These helpful pamphlets cover
a wide variety of financial subjects.
Including "Ways to Finance an
Education.’ "How to Prepare a
Personal Financial Statement:.
"Rights and Responsibilities.. Age 187
’A Guide to Checks and Checking’
and more They’re free at any Bank
of America branch

Ren 4 w ,,

.,

And through our Money
Convenience System!" we offer a
wide variety of services you’ll find
useful. Including College Plan*
checking for just $1.50a month for
the nine-month school year. And
Instant Cash, to help you establish
credit while you’re still in school.

Referenc retails ore a guide to the range of full retool selling
p.c..? department stores and other non dowount sellers
throughout the markets we 00000 Further on/arm:noon on refer
erste rebels and comparators among con be found at any gest
Products showroom or on our catalog

D TDK 90 -Minute Normal Bias Cassette
Tap* Model DC90. Low noise, high output and
brood dynamic range.
941352ETK224 147
83.09
E Pioneer "Microprocessor" 3-Head Cassette Deck Model CTF950. Features 2 -motor
DC servo operation. Electronically -controlled
memory stop play and feather touch switch.
Fluroscan metering, metal tape capability,
4 -step tape selector. Signal to noise: 69 dB
(Dolby NR) Wow and flutter: 0.04% (WRMS).
920339EUX46947 41983
$595.00
F
Pioneer Auto-Return Direct Drive Turntable Model P1200. Features quiet DC motor,
auto shutoff, anti -feedback cabinet and coaxial suspension. Wow ,flutter: 0.025%
(WRMS), signal to noise ratio: 75 dB (Din B).
900230EUX12917 11483
$149.00

BEST
special
Th., symbol .nd.t ales
wore, bolo...,
regolor
huy
rode

Best specials
expire: March 8, 1980.

It’s available to students
of sophomore standing
or higher who qualify.
At Bank of America,
we keep on learning. And what
we learn, we share in our
free Consumer Information Reports
and our many convenient services.
So stop in and get to know The
Finance Major, and get to know
easier student banking.

Se* many Incredible values such as these In the Best February Sale Catalog, a sampling of the hundreds of brand name
Items featured at Best Products,

(11

MOUNTAIN VIEW: 2535 California St.
941-5600

BANKOF AMERICA

IN ORDER TO ASSURE THE FAIR DISTRISUTION OF /MITCHAM
DISE WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO TWIT QUANTITY PURCHASES
PER CUSTOMER

CAMPBELL, 550W, Hamilton Ave.
374-6630

Hours
Mon - Fri
9am to 9pm
9am to 6pm
Saturday
Sunday
12 noon to 5pm

SAN JOSE: 1845 Aborn Square
274-6100

Sea Products Co.. Inc.

BEST

